First entering the cosmetics market as the SNP Skin Science Institute in 2008, SD Biotechnologies Co.,Ltd. ("SD Biotechnologies" hereafter) has developed into a 'Total Skin Solution' brand making safe and innovative products through our constant cosmetics R&D and high standards. In particular, the SNP cosmetics brand is loved by the global market because of the unique ideas and uses of high quality ingredients.

With the experts at the R&D Laboratory, SD Biotechnologies is becoming a world class research institute focusing on reliability and scientific evidence to develop innovative materials. ‘Bird’s Nest’ has been the most promising research material, resulting in the first mask of its kind in the nation. This best-selling mask helps fulfill our mission of spreading K-BEAUTY across the world with a mask sold every second.

SD Biotechnologies owns trademarks, copyrights and other intellectual property rights covering a wide range of diversified products worldwide. As SD Biotechnologies has built up a significant reputation in its marks and products, we are determined to protect our intellectual property in the most effective way possible. Accordingly, SD Biotechnologies will remove infringing listings through eBay’s VeRO program to protect these valuable rights.

To learn more about our company and our culture of innovation, visit www.sdbiotech.co.kr